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ABSTRACT: The need for renewable alternatives for fossil-based aromatic material constituents is evident for a more sustainable
society. Lignin is the largest source of naturally occurring aromatic compounds but has mainly been considered as waste material or
energy source in the pulp and paper industry. Developments in extracting lignin from these processes provide a large source for
renewable aromatic structures to be used in various applications. Producing thermosets out of lignin is a very promising route to
utilize this raw material toward, for example, composite application. The buildup of the molecular network based on oligomeric
lignin segments will be different from traditional thermoset analogues, where the constituents often are smaller molecules, and will
have an effect on the material properties. In this work LignoBoost Kraft lignin is refined, chemically modified, and used to produce
freestanding thermosets with different architectures and properties. These different thermosets are evaluated, and the possibilities to
tailor the material properties through work-up and modification are demonstrated. Morphological studies on the formed thermosets
using X-ray scattering show systematic differences in molecular stacking and aggregate sizes.

KEYWORDS: lignin fractions, aryl allyl ethers, thiol−ene thermoset, mechanical properties, small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering

■ INTRODUCTION

Lignin is an abundant, aromatic, naturally occurring biopol-
ymer that has gained, and is gaining, increased interest for
material applications.1−8 This is because there is a drive to find
suitable, renewable replacements for crude-oil-based aromatic
monomers such as bisphenol A.2,3 The aromatic structure of
lignin provides a rigid component to polymeric systems
forming high-Tg materials, and its phenolic as well as aliphatic
hydroxyl functionalities could be used as chemical handles in
various applications.2,9,10 The molecular rigidity providing
stiffness is crucial in applications such as, for example,
composites where the modulus is a key property.11 High
performance composite thermoset matrices furthermore
represent a suitable application where the color of the material
is of less importance. Typical thermosets used as matrices for
fiber reinforced composites have a modulus ranging from 0.7
GPa (polyurethane) to 5.0 GPa (bismaleimides) and Tg’s
ranging from 65 °C (epoxy) to 370 °C (polyimide).11 Utilizing
lignin as a raw material is not, however, a trivial task. Lignin is
inherently heterogeneous in its native form where three main
monolignols can be linked in various different ways and will
vary in ratio depending on plant species.12 Furthermore, the

processes applied to extract lignin from biomass alter the
structure of the lignin backbone. For example, in the Kraft
process, the most commonly used process when producing
pulp, lignin is separated from its biomass by using harsh
physical and chemical conditions.2,13 This causes the lignin
backbone to be cleaved, fragmented, and recombined, making
it almost nonrecognizable from its source in nature.13−16

Furthermore, new functional groups are introduced through,
for example, oxidation reactions resulting in the formation of
carboxylic acids, aldehydes, and ketones.2,14 Nevertheless,
technical lignin is produced in a megaton scale2 and provides a
steady stream of raw material for new potential products. The
LignoBoost process is one route designed to retrieve lignin
from the black liquor of the Kraft process by precipitation.17

To overcome the challenges regarding the heterogeneity
different approaches can be used to achieve more easy-to-
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handle fractions in subsequent steps, including solvent
fractionation18,19 and ultrafiltration.20,21 One example of such
a fractionation procedure to fractionate Kraft lignin with
respect to size was developed in our laboratory by Duval et al.
in 201518 using solvents that are considered green and
benign.22 Fractionating the lignin by solubility is practical
when working in lab scale and straightforwardly introduces the
possibility to work under homogeneous reaction and mixing
conditions.
Incorporating lignin in material systems has been examined

in various ways ranging from filler components23−25 over
thermoplastics26 to thermosets.27−30 This often requires
chemical modification of the lignin to introduce chemical
handles for further reactions or to compatibilize it with, for
example, polymer matrices. The multifunctionality of lignin
makes it versatile in terms of possibilities for chemical
modification. In previous work an allylation procedure, adding
allyl ether functionality selectively on the phenols of ethanol
soluble LignoBoost Kraft lignin, was developed, and the
product was used as a constituent in thermosetting resins by
using thermally induced thiol−ene chemistry.27,31

Conventional thermosets are normally based on thermoset-
ting resins made from combinations of uniform monomers.
This means that aromatic units are normally single aromatic
monomers that are relatively evenly distributed throughout the
thermoset structure, for example, in two-component epoxy/
amine resins.32 Starting from lignin fractions instead will make
the distribution of these aromatic segments more heteroge-
neous. How this will affect the final thermoset properties is not
fully known, but it may introduce nanoscale heterogeneities
into the thermoset. Heterogeneities, such as density fluctua-
tions, can also be formed in thermoset polymers, especially in
chainwise polymerizing systems, and have an effect on the
material properties.33,34 Stepwise polymerizing systems such as
the thiol−ene cross-linking used in the present work are less
prone to this.37,38 It is thus of interest to reveal whether the use
of lignin fractions introduces these structure fluctuations and
how these affect any structure−property relationship. Here, X-
ray scattering techniques come into play, allowing to quantify
the morphology of the material and relate it to its macroscopic
properties, for example, mechanical properties.36,37

In this work the selective allylation procedure was performed
on four different LignoBoost Kraft lignin fractions obtained by
using solvent fractionation.18 The modified fractions were
cured by using the thermally induced thiol−ene cross-linking
reaction previously described.27 The present study has been
focused on the understanding of the significance of the choice
of individual lignin fractions for the properties of thermoset
materials. The formed thermosets have been evaluated in
terms mechanical properties and morphological aspects to
determine how work-up of lignin can be used to tailor material
properties.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. LignoBoost Kraft lignin (KL) has been provided by

Stora Enso. Ethyl acetate (EtOAc), ethanol (EtOH), methanol
(MeOH), and acetone was aquired through VWR Chemicals. Sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3), allyl chloride (98%), and trimethylolpropane
tris(3-mercaptopropionate) (3MP3 TMP, 95%) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Silicone molds were prepared from a Sylgard
elastomer and curing agent (10:1).
Methods. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). 1H and 31P

NMR were recorded at room temperature on a Bruker Avance III HD
400 MHz instrument with a BBFO probe equipped with a Z-gradient

coil for structural analysis. Data were processed with MestreNova
(Mestrelab Research) by using 90° shifted square sine-bell
apodization window; the baseline and phase correction was applied
in both directions.

31P NMR samples were prepared and analyzed based on the
procedure reported by Argyropolous et al. in 1994.39 A more
thorough description is found in the Supporting Information.

Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC). THF SEC analyses were
performed using a GPCMAX and autosampler from Malvern
Instruments equipped with RI detector and ran at 35 °C with a
flow rate of 1.0 mL min−1. The columns used was a guard column,
TGuard, and two linear mixed bead columns, LT4000L, and a
conventional calibration with polystyrene standards and a flow rate of
1.0 mL min−1, with an injection volume of 50 μL.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR). The measure-
ments were performed using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR with
a triglycine sulfate (TGS) detector equipped with a MKII Golden
Gate single reflection ATR system of Specac Ltd. All spectra were
recorded in the range of 600−4000 cm−1 with 16 scans averaged at
4.0 cm−1 resolution at room temperature. All data were analyzed by
using PerkinElmer Spectrum software V10.5.1.

Density Measurements of Thermosets. The densities of the
thermosets were measured by using a density determination kit from
Mettler Toledo (Precisa XR2055M-DR) for AX/AT/AG and PG-S/
PG/PR balances.

Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA). Mechanical analysis was
performed on a TA Instruments DMA Q800 in tensile mode. The
geometry of the sample was roughly 12 × 6 × 0.5 mm3. The starting
temperature was set to −50 °C, where it was held isothermally for 10
min before heating with a rate of 3 °C min−1 up to 210 °C. The
frequency was set to 1 Hz with a strain amplitude of 95% of 0.1% of
the sample length. The measurements were performed on
quadruplicates or triplicates of each sample depending on amount
of available resin.

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). The analysis was performed
using a TA Instruments Hi-Res TGA 2950 analyzer under nitrogen
flow at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 between 40 and 700 °C. The
sample size was between 5 and 10 mg.

Scattering Techniques. Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS/WAXS) experiments were performed to study the morpho-
logical inner structure of the thermosets. The SAXS experiments were
performed at beamline P03 at the storage ring PETRA III (Hamburg,
Germany).40 The used wavelength was λ = 0.987 Å, and the sample-
to-detector distance (SDD) = 4889 ± 1 mm. The 2D scattering
patterns were recorded by using a photon counting pixel detector
Pilatus 1M (Dectris AG, Switzerland) (pixel size = 172 μm2) and
analyzed with DPDAK v. 1.2.41

SAXS and WAXS X-ray measurements were performed on an
Anton Paar SAXSpoint 2.0 system (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria)
equipped with a Microsource X-ray source (Cu Kα radiation,
wavelength λ = 1.5418 Å) and a Dectris 2D CMOS Eiger R 1M
detector with 75 × 75 μm2 pixel size. All measurements were
performed with a beam size of ∼500 μm diameter, at a sample stage
temperature of 25 °C with a beam path pressure at 1−2 mbar. For
WAXS the SDD was 110.8 mm, and for SAXS the SDD was 575.7
mm. All samples were mounted on a sampler for solids on a heated
sampler and a VarioStage (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). The samples
were exposed to vacuum during measurement. For each sample five
frames each of 4 min duration were read from the detector, giving a
total measurement time of 20 min per sample. For all samples the
transmittance was determined and used for scaling of the scattering
intensities. The software used for instrument control was SAXS drive
version 2.01.224 (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria), and postacquisition data
processing was performed by using the software SAXS analysis version
3.00.042 (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria).

Procedures. Fractionation. The LignoBoost Kraft lignin (KL)
was washed with deionized water at 60 °C for 1 h. The dispersion was
filtered to separate the washing media from the KL, and the washing
step was repeated until the pH of the aqueous permeate had increased
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to about 5.5, after which the KL were dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C
overnight.
Roughly 25 g of washed lignin was dispersed in 300 mL of EtOAc

in a beaker equipped with magnetic stirring. The suspension was
stirred at room temperature for 2 h before the lignin fraction that had
not dissolved was recovered from the mixture by filtration. The
nonsoluble residue was washed with additional EtOAc and then left to
dry in the fume hood. The EtOAc soluble fraction was retrieved by
removing the solvent under reduced pressure at 40 °C. The sticky
residue was resolubilized in acetone before being precipitated in
deionized water to obtain a water dispersion. The dispersion was
finally freeze-dried, and a fine brown powder was obtained. The
procedure was repeated with the EtOAc insoluble lignin fraction by
using first EtOH, then MeOH, and lastly acetone to achieve five
different lignin fractions, namely, one ethyl acetate-soluble fraction
(KLEtOAc), one ethanol-soluble fraction (KLEtOH), one methanol-
soluble fraction (KLMeOH), one acetone-soluble fraction (KLAcetone),
and one insoluble fraction (KLInsoluble) with the next fraction
exhibiting a larger molecular weight than the previous one as
determined by SEC.
Selective Allylation. The allylation procedure was based on the

procedure described in our earlier work27,31 with a few adjustments.
Na2CO3 is used instead of NaOH for milder reaction conditions and
thus a more fail-safe procedure. The allylation was performed on the
different fractions obtained from the previous step excluding the
“insoluble” fraction. The “insoluble” fraction was excluded since green
and relatively volatile solvents where used in the mixing of resins and
solvent casting steps. The molar ratio between the reagents were
1:1.4:1.4 with regards to lignin phenols:Na2CO3:allyl chloride, and
the solvent used was a EtOH (96%)/water mixture (60/40). A
general procedure is described as follows:
The Na2CO3 was predissolved in deionized water before being

mixed with the EtOH to form the reaction media. The corresponding
KLFraction (fraction referring to the solvent used to extract it, EtOAc,
EtOH, MeOH, or acetone) was added to the alkaline solution under
agitation and was dissolved while heating to the reaction temperature
at 65 °C. When the lignin appeared dissolved and the reaction
temperature had been reached, the allyl chloride was added through a
septum with a syringe. The mixture was left to react for ∼40 h before
additional deionized water was added to the mixture to dilute the
system. HCl (0.1 M) was added dropwise to lower the pH of the
solution and precipitate the product which was recovered by filtration.
The product was washed two times with deionized water to remove
traces of acid and salts. The product was then redissolved in acetone
and reprecipitated in deionized water to obtain a water dispersion
before being freeze-dried, and the allylated product (A-KLFraction)
could be recovered as a light brown powder. The product was last
dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C overnight to dry the product.
The allylation reaction was confirmed to be efficient for all fractions

by 31P NMR, 1H NMR, and FT-IR. The conversions of the reactions
were calculated to be around 90% for all different fractions except for
KLAcetone, which had a conversion of around 80%, through 31P NMR
signal integrals. The yields were estimated to be in the range of 75−
90% where most of the losses occurs during the work-up of the
product in the filtration and freeze-drying steps.
Thermosetting of Thiol−Ene Resin. Resins were prepared similarly

to what has been reported previously27 by using an ≈60 wt % ratio of
allylated lignin to achieve samples with similar lignin content.

To be able to perform mechanical analysis, freestanding pieces had
to be prepared. The allylated lignin fractions were mixed with 3MP3
TMP as a cross-linker using EtOAc as a cosolvent. For the two
fractions A-KLMeOH and A-KLAcetone 10−20 vol % of EtOH was added
as a cosolvent to fully dissolve the components.

The resins were used to fill a soft silicon mold from which the
thermosets could be removed without breaking. Because of the high
viscosity of the lignin/cross-linker mixture the cosolvent (EtOAc/
EtOH) had to be evaporated slowly to avoid bubble formation inside
the bulk material, especially for the two latter fractions. To achieve
this, the drying was performed in the fume hood covered by a glass
Petri dish.

When the cosolvent had evaporated and homogeneous resin
samples had been obtained (R-KLFraction), the mold was placed in an
oven and heated to 125 °C and left to cure for 20 h. The cured
samples, now forming a thermoset (T-KLFraction), where then allowed
to cool to room temperature before carefully being removed from the
mold. The samples were smoothened by using sandpaper to even out
the sample shapes for the mechanical analysis which demands as
uniform cross section as possible. The curing of the resins was
confirmed by FT-IR, the mechanical properties were examined using
DMA, and TGA was used to study the thermal stability.

Thermoset Density Calculations. The densities where calculated
by weighing the cured thermoset samples in air as well as in deionized
water at 22 and 23.5 °C by using eq 1 according to Archimedes’
principle.

ρ ρ ρ
−

− +
m

m m
( )in air

in air in deionized water
deionized water air air (1)

Scattering Measurements of the Thermosets. SAXS and WAXS
techniques were used to examine the morphology of the cured
thermoset materials. During the SAXS measurements at P03
beamline, the beam illuminated the thermoset under normal
incidence, and the transmission signal was recorded. All samples
were scanned laterally to avoid beam damage and checked for
homogeneity. To extract the morphology quantitatively, the data were
subsequently plotted in ln I(q)/q2 and fitted in the linear regime to
gain the Guinier radius, Rg (often termed the radius of gyration in
scattering measurements42) from within the thermoset. Hence, the
slope is a direct measure for the Rg; slope = Rg

2/3.
The WAXS patterns achieved by the lab X-ray source at RISE were

radially integrated, and the occurring signal was fitted by using two
distinct Gaussian functions. The center of each signal was further used
to calculate the observed distance d = 2π/q, were q is the scattering
vector. The integrals of the signals where used to calculate the ratio
between the populations within the sample.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fractionation and Modification. The adopted solvent
fractionation procedure of LignoBoost Kraft lignin (KL) yields
five different fractions, four of which are soluble in organic
solvents that are considered green and benign, the fifth fraction
being the insoluble residue.22 The sequential solvent
fractionation is designed to produce fractions with different
properties and increasing molecular mass with each step in the

Figure 1. One typical relative mass distribution of washed LignoBoost Kraft lignin (KL) when following the solvent fractionation procedure and
the molecular weights and distributions as determined by SEC using THF as solvent.
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process.18 A typical relative fraction mass distribution and SEC
data for this work is presented in Figure 1.
The fractionation procedure is optimized to render fractions

with increasing molecular weight for each step of the process;18

however, the fractions differ from each other in more aspects
than that. Through 31P NMR it was possible to measure the
abundance of different hydroxyl groups present in the lignin
fraction. Although one should be aware of the limited precision
of this analytical method,43 it is a very useful tool when
exploring the abundance of different functionalities in a lignin
sample. A representative 31P NMR spectrum (KLEtOH) and a
summary of functional group abundance in the different
fractions are represented in Figure 2.
After the different fractions had been produced and

analyzed, a selective allylation reaction was performed. The
procedure was efficient for the fractions due to their full
solubility in the reaction media (alkali EtOH/water mix). The
allylation procedure was evaluated using 1H and 31P NMR
(Figure 3) as well as FT-IR. It can clearly be seen that the
signals corresponding to the phenolic hydroxyl have all
disappeared in the 31P NMR spectra after the allylation and
at the same time new signals appeared in 1H NMR spectra.
The signals between 6.3 and 4 ppm in the 1H NMR spectra
correspond to the added protons of the allyl group.31 NMR
spectra for all samples are found in the Supporting Information
(Figures S1 and S2).

The degree of allylation was calculated by the conversions of
phenols obtained by 31P NMR and through quantification of
allyl groups by 1H NMR for comparison. Although the
techniques differ in that 31P NMR analysis requires a
phosphorylation reaction of the samples and 1H NMR have
a risk of small overlaps, similar results were obtained. The
results are shown in Table S1.

Curing of the Thermosets. The solubility of the lignin is
affected by the functionalization due to the phenol capping.
This is the reason why pure EtOAc and EtOAc with ∼10 vol %
of EtOH were sufficient as solvents when mixing the resins
even if the lignin fractions were insoluble in these solvents
prior to the modification. The curing of each resin was verified
by using FT-IR where the signals corresponding to thiol and
ene had simultaneously been reduced after curing. One
example is shown in Figure 4, and FT-IR spectra of all
systems are shown in Figure S3.

Mechanical Properties. The mechanical properties of a
polymeric thermoset material are determined by several factors
that are derived from the chemical structure such as the
mobility of the polymer backbone, the degree of crystallinity,
intermolecular forces, the cross-linking density, dangling chain
ends, and primary cycles (closed loops). In the case of lignin,
the intrinsic heterogeneity of the molecular backbone does not
allow crystalline structures to form, promoting a completely
amorphous system. Dangling chain ends could be a result of an

Figure 2. 31P NMR spectrum with assignments (a) and the functional group abundance based on signal intensity integration (b).

Figure 3. 31P NMR (a) and 1H NMR (b) spectra of the allylated product (A-KLEtOH). The signals corresponding to phenolic hydroxyls in the P
NMR spectra (143.5 to 136 ppm) have disappeared, and the newly formed signals in the H NMR (between 4 and 6 ppm) show the formation of
the aryl allyl ether.
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imperfect network where the cross-linking reaction did not
reach full conversion. These dangling ends could act as
plasticizers to a certain degree, lowering the glass transition
temperature, Tg, of the final material.
The cured thermoset samples were tested by using DMA to

investigate the mechanical properties of the material. All DMA
curves for the different measurements of the thermoset
materials are found in Figure S4. These tests were performed
in triplicates or quadruplicates, and no significant differences
between repetitions were found, suggesting a good reprodu-
cibility of the different thermoset formulations.
Aromatic components in conventional thermosets, such as

phthalate or bisphenol units, are in most cases rather small and
evenly distributed within a polymer network. The lignin used
in this study, however, consists of larger phenolic segments
with a size distribution. How these entities contribute to the
thermoset properties is far from evident; however, the results
from the mechanical analysis indicate that there is a significant
effect on the material properties depending on the lignin
fraction used. There are a few parameters that can influence
the Tg, for example, the molecular weight of the aromatic
segments, the cross-linking density, and the possibility for
internal interactions by secondary forces. The cross-linking
density of the material will restrict the molecular movement,
thus increasing the Tg. Another factor that can influence the Tg
is the ability to interact through secondary forces within the

network, e.g., hydrogen bonding or π−π stacking. A larger
molecule incorporating more aromatic units would have a
larger possibility to interact with other lignin segments through
such secondary forces, thus increasing the Tg. The degree of
hydroxyl functionalities remaining in the network will also play
a part through internal hydrogen bonding. This agrees well
with the data on aliphatic alcohols and carboxylic acids
presented in Figure 2.
The different shape, amplitude, and width of the Tanδ signal

between the different thermosets provided information
regarding the material properties. The Tanδ signals of the
studied thermosets are represented in Figure 5. The Tanδ is
defined by the loss modulus (E″) divided by the storage
modulus (E′) and its maximum represents the largest change
in molecular mobility and can be defined as the Tg of the
material. However, the softening point of the material, where
the E′ starts to decrease substantially, will be observed at a
lower temperature and could be considered as an engineering
Tg. In this work, the Tg derived from Tanδ is the one in focus
when describing the differences between the thermoset
samples. A narrower Tanδ signal with a larger amplitude
suggests that a sample is more homogeneous and has fewer
defects compared to a sample with a broader signal with a
lower amplitude. It is clearly seen that the lignin fractions of
lower molecular weight exhibiting a narrower Đ (Figure 1)
yield a narrower signal with larger amplitudes than the
thermosets based on the fractions of higher molecular weight
and a larger Đ. These shapes of the Tanδ signals of the
different thermosets correlate well with the dispersity data
obtained from the SEC measurements. Density measurements
of the different thermosets show no significant differences
between the thermosets, regardless of the fraction used as a
base for it. They all end up at around 1.3 g/cm3. The physical
properties of the different thermosets are presented in Table 1.
The storage modulus of the different thermosets below Tg is

in the GPa region for all samples where the values at −50 °C,
E′−50 °C, are presented for a fair comparison between them.
These values are comparable to thermoset resin systems used
in e.g. composite applications and indicate that lignin-based
thermoset have a potential as a renewable candidate for these
kinds of high-performance materials.11

The temperature where E′min is reached is high enough so
that secondary forces, such as hydrogen bonding and π−π
interactions, are broken, and the molecular backbone chain
experiences maximum flexibility. The material would flow if it

Figure 4. FT-IR spectra of the KLMeOH-based resin (R-KLMeOH) and
thermoset (T-KLMeOH). The signals corresponding to the thiol and
ene (2568 and 1647 cm−1) were heavily reduced as the resin
underwent curing.

Figure 5. Storage modulus E′ (a) and Tanδ signals (b) of the different thermosets. The signal maximum is when the thermoset system experiences
the highest loss rate and can be defined as the Tg of the material.
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was not hindered in a covalently bound network. E′min occurs
well above the Tg of the material and thus not at the same
temperature for the different thermosets. From the DMA data
it is clear that the structural properties of different fractions
obtained from the LignoBoost Kraft lignin largely affect the
final properties of the material. In the A-KLEtOAc fraction the
molecular weight is rather low and is likely to incorporate
monofunctional molecules, with respect to allyl ethers, that will
covalently bind to the network but not contribute to it as a
whole and rather act as loose ends. When the fractions have
higher molecular weight, the probability that some molecules
would be monofunctional is drastically decreased. Thus, the
leap in Tg between T-KLEtOAc (Mw ≈ 1000 g/mol) and T-
KLEtOH (Mw ≈ 2700 g/mol) becomes significant, but there is
no significant difference when using the fractions with even
higher molecular weight. This would also explain why the E′min
is significantly lower for the KLEtOAc-based thermoset
compared to the others.
Lignin Thermoset Morphology. Producing thermosets

from lignin oligomers and polymers will result in a molecular
buildup different from traditional low molecular weight pure
monomers. Within the network there will be heterogeneous
lignin segments covalently bound to each other by the

homogeneous cross-linker. This result in a two-phase system
on an angstrom to nanometer level and is something
completely different from traditional thermosets.
The Guinier radius, Rg, was extracted from the integrated

one-dimensional scattering data for each thermoset and is
shown in Table 2. The Rg describes domains of repeating
features within the material, meaning that a smaller Rg
represents a less homogeneous material. A larger Rg indicated
larger domains with repeating homogeneous size and similar
polymer compositions extracted from the electron densities.
The SAXS patterns and the one-dimensional plots of all
thermosets are presented in Figures S5 and S6. The size of the
Rg is slightly decreasing from around 4.4 ± 0.1 to 3.7 ± 0.2 nm
from T-KLEtOAc to T-KLAcetone thermosets, i.e., with increasing
Mw, respectively. The dispersity, Đ, obtained from the SEC
measurement (Figure 1), the Tanδ results (Table 1), and the
extracted Rg values strongly suggest that the T-KLEtOAc is the
most homogeneous material consisting of larger repeating
features. The thermosets incorporating the larger Mw lignin
fractions (larger than KLEtOH) seems to exhibit sizes that are
more constant, approaching a value of about 3.7 ± 0.2 nm.
The WAXS patterns could all be fitted using two distinct

Gaussian functions suggesting two reoccurring size domains in

Table 1. Physical Properties of the Thermosets: Tg Tanδ, Maximum and Minimum Storage Modulus, and Densities

T-KLEtOAc T-KLEtOH T-KLMeOH T-KLAcetone

Tg Tanδ (°C) 44 ± 3 95 ± 3 103 ± 9 94 ± 3
E′−50 °C [MPa] 2490 ± 100 1930 ± 240 3070 ± 620 5900 ± 1990
E′min [MPa] 1.4 ± 0.7 6.5 ± 1.5 19.6 ± 7.1 13.7 ± 0.7
ρThermoset [g/cm

3] 1.28 ± 0.01 1.31 ± 0.03 1.31 ± 0.03 1.32 ± 0.02

Table 2. Guinier Radius Rg As Determined from the SAXS Measurements and the π−π Interaction within the Different Lignin
Thermosets Where the Dimensions Are Extracted from the Observed WAXS Signals

T-KLEtOAc T-KLEtOH T-KLMeOH T-KLAcetone

Rg [nm] 4.4 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.2
π−π (sandwich) [Å] 4.50 ± 0.01 4.58 ± 0.01 4.53 ± 0.01 4.62 ± 0.01

84% 95% 90% 94%
π−π (T-shaped) [Å] 7.23 ± 0.1 8.00 ± 0.08 7.52 ± 0.06 7.91 ± 0.8

16% 5% 10% 6%

Scheme 1. Representations of the Types of π−π Interactions Present within the Thermosets As Suggested by the WAXS
Measurementa

aThe intramolecular sandwich π−π interactions by folding of aryl ether structures is also represented as suggested by Terashima et al.47 Some
lateral displacements of the interactions can be expected.
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the region; the distributions are shown in Table 2. These
corresponds well to typical π−π stacking distances in sandwich
and the perpendicular T-shaped formations previously
theoretically shown by Sinnokrot et al. for benzene dimers.44

Similarly, distributions like these have been shown by using
WAXS for polymer blends including Kraft lignin45 and
lignosulfonates.46 The dimensions of π−π sandwich stacking
are also in agreement with what has been reported for
intramolecular sandwich stacking in folded native lignin
hexalignols in aryl ether structures, where a distance of 4 Å
is reported as the most compact sandwich stacking in these
structures.47 The distributions of the stackings are similar when
using the higher molecular weight samples; however, the
lowest molecular weight lignin yields a material with a higher
relative number of T-shaped stackings. A recent study of the
structure of the same lignin fractions by Olseń et al. shows that
there is a higher abundance of aryl ethers in the higher Mw
fractions.48 This may in part explain the higher prevalence of
sandwich stacking in the thermosets based on the higher Mw
lignin. The aromatic rings of the lignin structures are likely to
be found in these favorable π−π stacking configurations,
represented in Scheme 1, within each thermoset material. The
WAXS patterns and Gaussian fits of the one-dimensional plots
are found in Figures S7 and S8.
Thermal Degradation. TGA measurements and the

thermal stability of the different samples reveal that the
thermosets starts to degrade between 250 and 280 °C. After
full pyrolysis, when only char and ash remain, there are
between 50 and 35 wt % of residues remaining. More detailed
information and the degradation curves of the thermosets are
found in the Supporting Information (Figure S9).

■ CONCLUSIONS
All different LignoBoost Kraft lignin fractions could be
selectively modified by using the allylation procedure
previously developed and be cured by thermally induced
thiol−ene cross-linking to produce freestanding thermoset
samples for material analysis.
The properties, in terms of Tg, E′, and E″, of the final

thermosets differ depending on the fraction used. The largest
shift in Tg occurs between the thermoset based on the lowest
molecular weight (T-KLEtOAc) and the three others. This is
likely due to the fact that the lowest molecular weight fraction
includes smaller molecular segments with a monofunctional
nature, which in turn do not contribute to the thermoset
network but act more like dangling chain ends. The resulting
lower cross-linking density is also the reason why the storage
moduli becomes very low for this thermoset.
The lower the molecular weight and the smaller Đ, the more

homogeneous materials with fewer defects are formed as seen
in the Tanδ curves in the DMA measurements. The results
achieved through SAXS measurements strengthen this claim
through small differences in Rg. These results suggest that the
T-KLEtOAc is the most homogeneous thermoset produced in
this study.
The WAXS measurements indicate different ratios of π−π

stacking. T-KLEtOAc shows a higher relative amount of T-
shaped π−π stacking compared to the thermosets based on
larger molecular weight lignin.
The TGA measurements shows that the materials are stable

up to 250 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere and that the ash
contend after thermal degradation is very different between the
different thermosets.

These findings are a crucial step toward understanding how
these kinds of material network are built up and how
fractionation of lignin affects both material properties and
morphologies. The study provides insight into what each
fraction brings to these material systems and allows for further
evaluation of the process depending on the final application
toward reproducible and predictable material properties. It is
necessary to understand these aspects if one would like to
utilize lignin as a raw material in sustainable thermoset
applications. One such application could be as matrices in
composite materials where these results show suitable
properties.
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